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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a new motion planning method for an
object transportation by multiple mobile robots in a complicated environment.
To accomplish this task, a planning method of an obstacle avoidance and a stable
manipulation is needed. We divide a motion planner into a global path planner and
a local manipulation planner to reduce computational costs. As to the global path
planner, we reduce the dimensions of the configuration space and find a solution
using the potential field. The constraints of the manipulation are considered as
the cost function in A∗ search. As to the local manipulation planner, we build a
manipulation technique, which is suitable for mobile robots by position-control,
and generate the robot motion considering motion errors and indefinite factors.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is expected that mobile robots undertake var-
ious tasks in manufacturing plants, warehouses,
construction sites, and so on. In order to improve
flexibility and fault tolerance of tasks, the concept
of cooperation by multiple mobile robots is pro-
posed. In the future, mobile robots should work in
a real 3 dimensional environment. Therefore, not
only must they change an object position, but also
they must change its pose. This means they must
transport and manipulate the object (see Fig. 1).
In this complicated situation, a good motion
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Fig. 1. The cooperative manipulation and trans-
portation of a large object by multiple mobile
robots.



planning method is very important to accomplish
tasks efficiently. Therefore, we propose a motion
planning method for cooperative transportation of
a large object by multiple mobile robots. And we
realize the transportation task by real robot sys-
tem. However, this task has various kinds of prob-
lems. For example, we must plan paths of the ob-
ject to avoid obstacles, construct a stable manip-
ulation method, and decide robots’ motions. The
motion plannng in a 3 dimensional environment
is very difficult because of the high dimensional
configuration space (C-space). There are many
studies about a motion planner with high dimen-
sional C-space Latombe (1991); Hwang and Ahuja
(1992a); Gupta and Pobil (1998). Barraquand and
Latombe (1991) constructed a randomized plan-
ner, and Gupta and Guo (1995) proposed a back-
tracking method by solving problems with many
degrees of freedom. Kavraki et al. (1996) proposed
a probabilistic roadmap method. These conven-
tional path planning methods can find a path of
an object or a robot efficiently. However, they
consider only geometrical and topological condi-
tions in particular, such as shapes of obstacles and
robots. They don’t consider statics and dynamics
of the object when robots manipulate it. As to
the manipulation method, Kosuge et al. (1997)
aime at transporting an object by lifting, and
adopted the feedback control method using the
information of robots’ force sensors. Khatib et al.
(1999) controlled inner force that is applied to an
object and adopted the stable handling strategy
to compensate the motion errors of robots. These
methods can create a path of an object and robots
or a manipulation way of the object in a 2 dimen-
sional environment by using sensor data. In a 3
dimensional environment, the dimension of the C-
space is too large for these methods to plan motion
of an object and robots.
In previous works, both of geometrical and kine-
matics condition cannot consider at the same
time. Accordingly, we divide a motion planner into
a global path planner and a local manipulation
planner. The former plans paths of an object and
robots. The latter treats how to manipulate the
object. To integrate two planners, constraints of
the object manipulation are considered in the
path planner. In other words, we aim at inte-
grating a gross motion planner and a fine motion
planner. And we execute transport tasks by real
muti-robot system.

2. COOPERATIVE MANIPULATION AND
TRANSPORTATION STYLE

We propose that robots manipulate an object by
pushing with sticks in multiple mobile robots sys-
tem (see Fig. 2). When the manipulating tasks are
carried out, the stability of operation is improved

because the contact area to the object becomes
larger. The robots tumble the object to change its
face that contacts with the floor from one face to
the next one.
Since it is difficult for mobile robots to lift up a
large or heavy object, they manipulate the object
without lifting up operation. Therefore the object
always contacts with the floor. The robots can
move the sticks up and down. And pushing and
tumbling operations are adopted here.
And the robots transport the object around
it. While transporting the object, robots don’t
change their positions to the object. The robots
depart from the object when they manipulate
it and they keep close to the object when they
transport it.

Robot
Object

Fig. 2. The tumbling manipulation of a large
object by multiple mobile robots.

3. GLOBAL PATH PLANNER

For the global motion planner, the biggest prob-
lem is an explosion of the computation time that
results from the high dimensional C-space. In this
paper, we reconstruct the C-space and reduce the
dimension of C-space by considering the feature of
transportation task by mobile robots. All things
(an object, robots and obstacles) are represented
by an octree method that is the approximate cell
decomposition method for 3 dimensional environ-
ment. And we can find a solution with A∗ search in
this smaller dimensional C-space. A graph search
is performed by using the following evaluation
function f .

f(n) = wg

n∑

i=ns

g(i) + wh

ng∑

i=n

h(i) (1)

where g(n) is a cost function, h(n) is a heuristic
function, ns is a start node, ng is a goal node, wg

is a weight coefficient of a cost function g(n), wh

is a weight coefficient of a heuristic function h(n).
A weight coefficient of a cost function wg is set as 1
or 0. When wg = 1, we can find an optimal path.
And when wg = 0, we can find a path quickly,
but cannot find an optimal path. When wh = 0, a
graph search method is same as Dijkstra’s search.
We use a potential function to estimate h(n). The
potential field is constructed with a repulsive force
from obstacles and attractive force from a goal
configuration. In this paper, we adopt three po-
tential fields: (A) Euclid potential, (B) Wavefront



potential, and (C) Skeleton wavefront potential.
As to the Euclid potential filed, we adopt the
potential field mentioned in Hwang and Ahuja
(1992b), which is one of the simplest potential
functions. As to the wavefront potential field,
we use the concept of the wavefront expansion
mentioned in Latombe (1991). As to the skeleton
wavefront potential field, we generate the poten-
tial fields with skeleton method and wavefront
expansion Barraquand and Latombe (1991). The
three potential fields are shown in Fig. 3. And this
potential function is normalized with the velocity
of robots.

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 3. Three potential fields. (a) Euclid potential.
(b) Wavefront potential. (c) Skeleton wave-
front potential.

The evaluation function f defined in eauation (1)
is not always the heuristic function that has a
monotonicity. Therefore, we can make an admis-
sible heuristics with a pathmax equation (2). In
equation (2), n′ is a child node of n Yamashita
et al. (2000).

f(n′) = max(f(n), g(n′) + h(n′)) (2)

We verified the global path planner through the
simulation. The motion planner computes the
paths that two robots transport an L-shape large
object in a three-dimensional.
Simulation results are shown in Fig. 4 and in
Fig. 5. The positions (a) - (j) shown in Fig. 4
correspond to Fig. 5(a) - (j). When the robots
pass through a narrow space (for example, a → c,
c → d, f → g), the robots execute the orientation
change operations and the arrangement change
operations. When the robots must pass through
very narrow space (for example, h→ j), the robots
execute the pose change operation in a wide space
(g → h).

Fig. 4. Simulation result. A path from the start
position to the goal position.

4. LOCAL MANIPULATION PLANNER

For the local manipulation planner, the biggest
problems when mobile robots work is the effect of
the robots’ position errors. We propose the robust
manipulation planning method for the motion er-
rors by taking into consideration of the motion
errors in a motion planning stage. We aim at
constructing the planning method of manipula-
tion that is suitable for the mobile robots under
position control. The quasi-static manipulation
method is formulated and we analyze the stable
state of the object and the robots. The stable
state is represented as a graph that is constructed
with nodes and arcs. We consider three types of
manipulation way: continuous operation, hand-
over operation, and transfer operation (see Fig.
4).
After that, the problem of choosing the manip-

ulation method comes back to the shortest path
problem. A Dijkstra’s algorithm is used to solve
the shortest path planning problem and the orbit
of sticks are determined Yamashita et al. (1999).
Table 1 shows parameters for simulations of an

Table 1. Parameters for manipulation.

Size of Object 500mm x 1000mm

Mass of Object 4.0kg

Friction coefficient 0.20

Max Force of Robot 2N

Condition 1 Without errors

Condition 2 Consider errors
Motion Errors of Robots (±0.04m,±0.01m)
Mass, Friction Coeffficient ±10%
Center of Mass of Object (±0.01m,±0.01m)

Condition 3 With Limitation
Range of Stick Height 0mm – 500mm

object manipulation. The manipulation method of
the object shown in Fig. 7 is off-line-planned by
the local manipulation planner.
In a condition 1, motion errors of robots are not
considered. Therefore, the dangerous manipula-
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Fig. 5. Simulation results. The overview of the
robots and the object in each step.

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Three types of operation. (a) Continu-
ous operation. (b) Hand-over operation. (c)
Transfer operation.

tion method is planned and the robots contact
with the vertexs (Fig. 7(a)). If there are very little
motion errors, the manipulation fails. In a con-
dition 2, motion errors of robots are considered.
The manipulation method is robust for the motion
errors (Fig. 7(b)) for touching with the edges with
margins. The orbit of sticks in this case (planning
result with motion errors) is shown in Fig. 8. In

a condition 3, limitations of movable range of the
sticks and motion errors of robots are considered
(Fig. 7(c)). When the stick cannot move to a high
position, the robots touch with low positions and
realized the manipulation.
The results of simulations shows that our pro-
posed local manipulation planner can cope with
various situations.

Continuous Edge2 Hand-Over Edge2 3 Continuous Edge3

(a)

Continuous Edge1 Transfer Edge1 3 Continuous Edge3

(b)

Continuous Edge0 Transfer Edge0 3 Continuous Edge3

(c)

Fig. 7. Planned manipulation method. (a) With-
out errors. (b) With errors. (c) With limita-
tion of stick movable range.

Stick orbit

Fig. 8. Orbit of sticks in the case of Fig. 6.

5. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS

5.1 Simulation Results

We verified the proposed planner in this paper
through the simulation. The motion planner com-
putes the paths that two robots transport an L-
shape large object. Simulation results of the global
path planner and the local manipulation planner
are shown in Fig. 9 and in Fig. 10. In Fig. 9,
the robots transport the object while avoiding
obstacles. And they change the pose of the object
at points A and B. In Fig. 10, the manipulation
way of the object at point A is computed.

5.2 Comparison of Three Potential Fields

We set the parameter wg = 1 and wh = 1, and
compare the performance of three potential fields.
The motion planning becomes difficult when the
goal is far from start position. We set four goals
shown in Fig. 4.
In Table 2, we show the number of the open node
Nopen. Nopen becomes larger, the computation
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Fig. 9. The result of the global path planning.
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Fig. 10. The result of the local manipulation
planning.

time becomes longer. We define Nopen = 1.00
when the goal position is Goal1 and the poten-
tial field is Euclid potential function (A), and
normalized Nopen in other situations. When the
problem is easy (the goal position is Goal1), the
difference between three potential functions is not
large. But the problem becomes difficult (the goal
position is Goal4), the difference between Euclid
potential function and the other potential func-
tions becomes large.
When we compare with the wavefront potential
(B) and the skeleton wavefront potential (C),
Nopen value of the skeleton wavefront potential
is about 10% smaller than that of the wavefront
potential.
An octree method generates many nodes near
obstacles. The skeleton method creates the poten-
tial to avoid the obstacles. Therefore, the skele-
ton wavefront potential is good for the planning

method that is a combination of an octree and A∗

search.

Table 2. Nopen value of three potential
fields.

Potential Goal1 Goal2 Goal3 Goal4

(A) 1.00 1.36 2.96 4.09

(B) 0.90 1.53 2.32 3.21

(C) 0.83 1.37 2.16 3.06

5.3 Conditions of Parameters wg and wh

We set that the goal position is Goal4 and use
the skeleton wavefront potential function. And
we change the parameters wg and wh shown in
Table 3. Nopen is the number of open nodes and
normalized that Nopen is 1.00 in Strategy 1. The
evaluation value f is also normalized in Strategy
1.
In Strategy 1, for heuristics function wh equals 0,
the search method is Dijkstra’s search algorithm
that can search an optimal path. In Strategy 2,
the search method is A∗ search that can search
an optimal path. A∗ search can search the op-
timal path about twice times faster than Dijk-
stra’s algorithm. When an optimal path is not
considered (Strategy 3), Nopen becomes 5% in
compare with using Dijkstra’s algorithm. But the
evaluation value f becomes 2.5 times. This means
that the time to accomplish the transportation
task becomes 2.5 times, and a number of doing
difficult manipulation increases. Therefore, search
strategy is not realistic for the real task.
In Strategy 4, the parameter turning is done.
When wh equals 0.5, Nopen becomes smaller (60%
comparison to Strategy 2). The optimal value of
wh depends on the environment. Therefore, we
must determine wh while searching the solution.

Table 3. Condition of parameters wg

and wh.

Strategy wg wh Nopen f

1 1.0 0.0 1.00 1.00

2 1.0 1.0 0.45 1.00

3 0.0 1.0 0.05 2.50

4 1.0 0.5 0.27 1.00

5.4 Computation Time

It takes about 3000 CPU time to compute the
path of the object and robots with Ultra SPARC-
II (334MHz) in the global path planning. And it
takes about 600 CPU time to compute one ma-
nipulation way in the local manipulation planner.
The whole computation time is about 6000 CPU
time when we adopt Strategy 2 and the skeleton
wavefront potential. The environment is 12.8 x
12.8 x 12.8m.The resolution of the global path



planning is 0.1m and that of the local manipu-
lation planning is 0.01m and 1deg.
This shows that our proposed planner can find
appropriate solutions within a practical time effi-
ciently despite of complexity of the problem.

5.5 Experiments

We applied the proposed planning method of
manipulating an object to real robot system. The
mobile robot can move in all directions Asama
et al. (1995). The robot have a lift-up mechanism.
The lift-up mechanism consists of a L-shape plate
and a stick. Stick’s movable range is higher than
the robot height (see Fig. 11).
A result of a transportation experiment is shown
in Fig. 12. Here, it can be checked that objective
operation can be performed, and the validity of
this method is shown.

Fig. 11. The mobile robot with the lift-up mecha-
nism.

Fig. 12. The result of the experiments: The left
figure shows the way of the transportation
and the right figure shows the way of the
manipulation.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a motion planning
method for a cooperative transportation of a large
object by multiple mobile robots in a 3 dimen-
sional space. We divide the motion planner into
a local manipulation planner and global motion
planner. And as to the global motion planner, we
reduce the dimensions of the C-space and can find
a solution with searching in this smaller dimen-
sional C-space using the potential function. As to
the local manipulation planner, we consider the
motion errors in a planning stage beforehand, and
build the manipulation technique that is suitable
for position-controlled mobile robots. After con-
structing two planners respectively, we integrate

them. Simulations and experiments have verified
the effectiveness of proposed planning method.
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